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Abstract
A permissioned blockchain framework typically runs an effi-
cient Byzantine consensus protocol and is attractive to de-
ploy fast trading applications among a large number of mutu-
ally untrusted participants (e.g., companies). Unfortunately,
all existing permissioned blockchain frameworks adopt se-
quential workflows for invoking the consensus protocol
and executing applications’ transactions, making the perfor-
mance of these applicationsmuch lower than deploying them
in traditional systems (e.g., in-datacenter stock exchange).

We propose Bidl, the first permissioned blockchain frame-
work highly optimized for datacenter networks. We leverage
the network ordering in such networks to create a shepherded
parallel workflow, which carries a sequencer to parallelize the
consensus protocol and transaction execution speculatively.
However, the presence of malicious participants (e.g., a mali-
cious sequencer) can easily perturb the parallel workflow to
greatly degrade Bidl’s performance. To achieve stable high
performance, Bidl efficiently shepherds all participants by
detecting their misbehaviors, and performs denylist-based
view changes to replace or deny malicious participants. Com-
pared with three fast permissioned blockchain frameworks,
Bidl’s parallel workflow reduces applications’ latency by up
to 72.7% and improves their throughput by up to 4.3× in the
presence of malicious participants. Bidl is suitable to be inte-
grated with traditional stock exchange systems. Bidl’s code
is released on github.com/hku-systems/bidl.

CCS Concepts: • Security and privacy→ Distributed sys-

tems security; • Software and its engineering→ Consis-
tency; • Networks→ Data center networks.

Keywords: permissioned blockchains, byzantine fault toler-
ance, high-performance blockchain workflows
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1 Introduction
Cross-enterprise trading applications (e.g., stock exchange [2,
4, 5, 7, 8]) facilitate instant recording and clearing of transac-
tions amongmutually untrusted participants (e.g., clients and
merchants). These trading applications are often deployed in
one datacenter or multiple datacenters connected with dedi-
cated network cables [46–48, 79, 97] to process a large num-
ber of transactions with real-time commit latency [57, 105].
For instance, the Hong Kong stock exchange [4] runs at
about 50k transactions per second (txns/s), and the commit
latency is about tens of milliseconds [38, 40, 76].
The prosperity of blockchains attracts industry and

academia to develop various permissioned blockchain frame-
works (typically, Diem [16], Hyperledger Fabric [31], and
Quorum [26]) for trading applications. Unlike permissionless
blockchains (e.g., Bitcoin [77]), a permissioned blockchain is
maintained by identified member nodes (for short, nodes)
and runs a fast Byzantine-fault-tolerant (BFT) consensus pro-
tocol (e.g., BFT-SMaRt [39]) among a subset of nodes (can
be hundreds [24, 50, 99]) to commit transactions. A permis-
sioned blockchain is especially suitable for trading applica-
tions because it can achieve much higher performance and
energy efficiency [31] than a permissionless blockchain.
More and more permissioned blockchains are deployed

within a datacenter or datacenters connected with dedicated
cables [65, 67, 73]. For instance, a Singapore company devel-
ops a stock trading system based on the most notable per-
missioned blockchain Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) [31] within
a datacenter [86]. Cloud providers such as Amazon [11],
IBM [12], and Microsoft [18] also provide permissioned
blockchains as cloud services in their datacenters.

Unfortunately, even deployed in a fast datacenter network,
existing permissioned blockchains’ performance is much
lower than traditional trading systems [4]. For instance, Quo-
rum [26, 37] and Diem [16, 104] achieve a throughput of 2k
txns/s with 200ms latency in a datacenter. We ran HLF [31]
with its mainstream BFT protocol BFT-SMaRt [39] (four con-
sensus nodes) in our cluster with 40Gbps network; HLF
achieved a throughput of 9.3k txns/s with 100ms latency (§6).
We attribute this low performance to the sequential

workflow of typical permissioned blockchains [16, 26, 31].
Blockchain workflows are divided into two categories. The
first category is the execute→consensus→validate workflow
proposed by HLF [31] to support non-deterministic trans-
actions. Nodes first concurrently execute received transac-
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Figure 2. Bidl’s new parallel workflow.

tions; then agree on the order of execution results through
a BFT consensus protocol; after the consensus is achieved,
nodes validate the result, commit valid ones and abort in-
valid ones. This consensus-on-result mechanism enables
HLF to support non-deterministic languages (e.g., C++ with
multi-threading), but it may cause a high abort rate on con-
tending transactions (i.e., transactions modifying the same
key concurrently). Diverse real-world blockchain applica-
tions [65, 81, 85] can contain over 40% contending transac-
tions (e.g., supply chains [65]).

The second category is the consensus→execute workflow
taken by diverse blockchain systems (e.g., Diem [16] andQuo-
rum [26]). Nodes first use a BFT consensus protocol to order
transaction contents, then individually execute transactions
according to this order with zero abort rate. To make the indi-
vidually executed transactions achieve consistent output, all
transactions must be rewritten with a deterministic single-
threaded language [28], which can be tedious and inefficient.

Overall, we believe the sequential nature of existing work-
flows is the root cause of making their end-to-end perfor-
mance often a small fraction of traditional trading applica-
tions (e.g., 50k txns/s [4]).

Inspired by existing ultra-fast consensus protocols devel-
oped for a datacenter network [44, 69, 70, 79], our key obser-
vation is that the network ordering has great potential to im-
prove the performance of existing permissioned blockchains
by moving a part of the workflow (i.e., transaction ordering
and distribution) to the routing layer. Specifically, we can
run a dedicated node as the sequencer, which adds sequence
numbers to all transactions and routes all transactions to all
nodes by routing-aware multicast [15]. If the sequencer is
never faulty (i.e., always sending the same sequence of trans-
actions to all nodes), all nodes can receive almost all trans-
actions in the same order (the consensus is hardly needed)
and can commit the transactions on their own.
However, all these notable systems for datacenter net-

works [44, 69, 70, 79] target only the crash fault tolerance
(CFT) model [29, 66] and cannot fit many permissioned
blockchain applications, which require the BFTmodel. For in-
stance, a malicious sequencer can send different transactions
to different nodes [42, 92]. Consequently, different nodesmay

receive inconsistent transactions and need to invoke an extra
BFT consensus to agree on their received transactions, mak-
ing the system even slower than the sequential workflows.

In this paper, we propose Bidl1, the first high performance
permissioned blockchain framework that explores the net-
work ordering in datacenter networks and complies with
blockchains’ BFT model. We present a new shepherded par-

allel workflow as shown in Figure 2: nodes invoke a BFT
consensus protocol to agree on the order of transactions; in
parallel, nodes speculatively execute the transactions from
the sequencer. Then, nodes safely commit the execution re-
sults if they are consistent with the consensus results, and
re-execute the transactions if they are inconsistent.

A key performance challenge of Bidl’s parallel workflow
is on ensuring correct speculative executions in the pres-
ence of malicious nodes. Although there exist BFT consen-
sus protocols [30, 33, 43] for detecting malicious nodes and
recovering performance, a smart malicious node in Bidl can
still break Bidl’s parallel workflow by broadcasting care-
fully crafted transactions to other nodes, making other nodes
speculate on the crafted transactions, and causing dramatic
performance penalty due to transaction re-executions.

To tackle this challenge, Bidl’s workflow carries a denylist-
based view change protocol to shepherd participants in a per-
missioned blockchain, which replaces a malicious sequencer
and adds malicious nodes to the denylist. This protocol can
greatly reduce the performance penalty caused by the trans-
action re-executions, making Bidl’s workflow run at high
performance and comply with the BFT model.
This parallel workflow enables Bidl to address non-

determinism in transactions efficiently. After executing trans-
actions in a block, nodes commit a transaction only if they
produce consistent outputs, which ensures their local states
never diverge. Moreover, in Bidl’s execution phase, nodes
execute contending transactions in the sequence number or-
der, which can eliminate the aborts caused by concurrent ex-
ecutions of contending transactions. Overall, Bidl inherits
the best of the two categories of existing sequential work-
flows and offsets their deficiencies.

We implementedBidl onHLF’s codebase [3].Bidl’s modu-
lar architecture enables existing BFT protocols to be deployed
in Bidl with moderate engineering efforts (§4.2). We com-
pared Bidl with HLF [31] FastFabric (FF) [51] and Stream-
Chain [65] (two optimized frameworks designed for CFT de-
ployment and based on HLF) in the same network, and en-
abled network ordering (e.g., consensus-on-hash [32, 42])
for all frameworks. We ran four popular BFT consensus pro-
tocols, including BFT-SMaRt [39], SBFT [50], HotStuff [100],
and Zyzzyva [63] in Bidl, and evaluated them with typical
trading workloads. Evaluation shows that:
• In Figure 3, Bidl achieved 60.2% lower latency and 3.3×
higher throughput on average than HLF and FF.

1Bidl stands for Blockchain-powered In-Datacenter Ledger.
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Figure 3. Performance on four consensus nodes without any ma-
licious node (which favors FF’s CFT deployment), and 50 transac-
tion execution nodes. FF ran its built-in Raft [51]; HLF and Bidl
ran BFT-SMaRt [87]. Contention ratio is the ratio of contending
transactions among all transactions.

• Bidl is robust to contended workloads. In Figure 3, when
the contention ratio increased from 0% to 50% according
to real-world blockchain applications [65] and recent eval-
uation [81, 85], Bidl’s throughput (40.1k txns/s) outper-
formed FF by 2.2× with zero abort rate, while FF’s abort
rate was 37.7% (analyzed in §6.3);
• Bidl maintained high throughput and low latency in the
presence of various malicious nodes, greatly outperform-
ing existing efficient blockchain frameworks (§6.2).
Our main contribution is Bidl, the first high-performance

permissioned blockchain framework designed for datacen-
ter networks. We exploit the network ordering to design a
new high-performance and BFT-compatible parallel work-
flow. Bidl makes the first effective attempt to tackle both
non-determinism in transactions and contending transac-
tion aborts. Bidl has the potential to be deployed in indus-
tries (e.g., Amazon [11] and Nasdaq [19]).

In the rest of the paper: §2 discusses Bidl’s related work;
§3 gives an overview of Bidl’s parallel workflow; §4 shows
Bidl’s protocol; §5 shows Bidl’s correctness and perfor-
mance analysis; §6 shows our evaluation, and §7 concludes.

2 Related Work
2.1 Permissioned Blockchains
Permissioned blockchains are often maintained by a large
number of mutually untrusted organizations [50, 89]. For
these applications, running a BFT protocol on many consen-
sus nodes in order to tolerate many malicious nodes is essen-
tial. For instance, HLF is deployed with dozens of consensus
nodes [89], and Cosmos runs 125 consensus nodes [24]. Bidl
can support many consensus nodes.

In this paper, we present a permissioned instead of a per-
missionless blockchain for two reasons. Firstly, a permis-
sionless blockchain usually incentivizes nodes to follow its
protocol using cryptocurrencies, which require nodes to
contribute high computation resources (e.g., PoW [77]) or
wealth (e.g., PoS [49, 95]). However, in our target applications
(e.g., a trading system), cryptocurrency is usually unavail-
able, and high power consumption is unacceptable. Secondly,
our goal is to build a high-performance blockchain. Permis-
sioned blockchain can use consensus protocols with explicit

membership, such as PBFT [42] and HotStuff [99] (used in
Diem [16]), which generally provide higher performance
than the consensus protocols of permissionless blockchains.

The concept of parallel execution has beenwidely exploited
by existing replication systems and inherited by blockchain
systems. Eve [60] lets replicas first optimistically execute
a batch of requests in parallel, and falls back to sequential
execution if the replicas’ states diverge. HTBFT [64] lever-
ages a conflict detector to execute non-conflicting ordered
transactions in parallel. Saraph et al. [84] proposes to spec-
ulatively execute transactions in parallel within each block
of the Ethereum blockchain. These speculation techniques
require an order to refer to and can be integrated into Bidl’s
execution phase because transactions have order hints pro-
vided by the sequencer.

Many research efforts have been put on improving
blockchain’s performance by sharding [62, 74, 94, 102]. Om-
niledger [62] and RapidChain [102] partition blockchain
nodes into several shards, where each node belongs to one
shard and processes a subset of transactions. With sharding,
the blockchain nodes are dispersed into individual shards,
thus greatly lowers the attack bar on a specific shard. To
tackle attacks towards an individual shard, Ostraka [74] and
Monoxide [94] allow a blockchain node to participate in mul-
tiple shards, which makes attacking towards a single shard
as difficult as attacking the entire network. Blockchain shard-
ing techniques are orthogonal with Bidl and can be inte-
grated into Bidl to further improve Bidl’s performance.

2.2 Systems Leveraging Datacenter Networks
A datacenter network is highly predictable. As shown in [54,
79, 90], due to the structured topology of a datacenter net-
work, the latencies between nodes in a datacenter generally
follow the triangle inequality property: li→j + lj→k ≥ li→k ,
where li→j is the network latency from node ni to nj .

The triangle inequality is also available for datacenters
connected with dedicated network cables, which are being
actively deployed by major cloud providers [21, 22, 25]. For
instance, a vast majority of inter-datacenter links (e.g., intra-
continental) in AWS can satisfy this property [21, 23]. Bidl is
designed to deploy in datacenters connected with such links.

We consider triangle-inequality difficult to break for two
reasons. Firstly, for any edge of a triangle, the naturally ro-
bust redundant network paths in one datacenter or datacen-
ters connected with dedicated network cables [75, 98] can
practically prevent packet delays on some routing paths af-
fecting the fast delivery along this edge via other paths. Sec-
ondly, notable tools [80] can detect network delay anomalies
on datacenter networks precisely and efficiently.
Many influential systems [36, 44, 59, 69–71, 79] leverage

the datacenter networks to achieve fast crash-fault-tolerance
(CFT). Bidl differs from these notable systems in three as-
pects. Firstly, Bidl handles the Byzantine failures (i.e., mali-
cious sequencer and malicious nodes). In Bidl’s BFT model,
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a malicious sequencer may send inconsistent transactions
with the same sequence numbers to different nodes, and
any node can disguise itself as the sequencer. Therefore, we
design a denylist-based view change protocol to maintain
stable high performance in the presence of malicious par-
ticipants. Secondly, existing network-ordering systems as-
sume a deterministic state machine, while Bidl handles non-
determinism and ensures consistency of execution results.
Thirdly, Bidl’s parallel workflow is tailored for

blockchains, where transactions can invoke smart con-
tracts: a piece of executable stateful code stored on the
blockchain [31, 41]. The execution time of permissioned
blockchains’ smart contracts is often several millisec-
onds [31, 91], comparable to the latency of BFT consensus
protocols. Therefore, parallelizing consensus and execution
greatly reduces the Bidl workflow’s end-to-end latency. In
contrast, these CFT systems are mainly designed for fast-
response server applications (e.g., key-value store) where the
time cost of processing a key-value request is often tens of
microseconds, much shorter than the time cost of consensus.

3 Overview
3.1 System Model
Bidl’s participants consist of member nodes (for short,
nodes) and clients. Only clients can generate and sign trans-
actions. Nodes are grouped into organizations (e.g., banks
and merchants); each organization runs a few consensus
nodes (a process conducting BFT consensus on committing
transactions) and normal nodes (a process conducting trans-
action execution). Consensus nodes and normal nodes can
run on the same server. We denote the set of all consensus
nodes as CN, all normal nodes as NN, and all clients as CL.
Bidl is permissioned: all nodes and clients are explic-

itly identified and managed using the standard membership
mechanism same as HLF. Each node or client has a unique
and explicit secret/public key pair. We use ⟨M⟩σi to denote
a message M signed with node ni ’s secret key; or ⟨T ⟩σc to
denote a transaction T signed with client c’s secret key.
Threatmodel. Bidl adopts the BFT model, where malicious
participants can behave arbitrarily. At most f = ⌊ |CN |−13 ⌋

consensus nodes can be malicious. Same as typical permis-
sioned blockchains (e.g., HLF [31]), a node trusts all nodes
in the same organization; a node does not trust any node in
another organization. All clients can be malicious. All mali-
cious nodes and clients can collude, and we call them the ad-
versary (denoted as A). We make standard assumptions on
cryptographic primitives, including collision-resistant hash-
ing, message authentication codes (MAC), and signatures.
Bidl must support non-determinism (e.g., caused by data

races): given the same state and input, correct nodes may
produce different execution results on the same transaction.
Bidl’s guarantees. Bidl’s safety guarantee ensures that
all correct nodes commit the same blocks of totally ordered

transactions and the same execution result for each transac-
tion (to tackle non-determinism). Bidl’s liveness ensures that
if a correct client submits a transaction, it will eventually be
committed [31]. Moreover, Bidl can effectively achieve high
performance by maintaining its parallel workflow.
Network requirements. For safety, Bidl needs only an
asynchronous network, where network packets can be
dropped, delayed, and reordered. For liveness, Bidl requires
a partial synchrony network [87]: there exists a global stabi-
lization time (GST), after which all messages between cor-
rect nodes are delivered within a known maximum delay.
For high performance, Bidl requires all nodes to be de-

ployed in one datacenter or datacenters connected with ded-
icated cables, and they should support IP multicast and sat-
isfy the triangle inequality property (§2.2). This property is
only for Bidl to ensure a low rate of suspecting a correct
client as malicious for Bidl’s denylist protocol (§4.6); Bidl
does not need this property for safety or liveness. Clients
can be deployed within or outside the datacenter network(s).
Bidl’s deployment setting is increasingly pervasive due

to two trends. Firstly, for high performance, many permis-
sioned blockchain-powered security-critical applications are
deployed on cloud datacenters (e.g., supply chain [65], finan-
cial trading [7, 86], and medical [17]). BFT is essential for
these applications, because some participating organizations
on clouds can be malicious (e.g., obtaining economic benefits
and creating forged transactions [31]). Secondly, major cloud
providers are deploying both blockchain services [11, 12]
and high-performance dedicated inter-datacenter networks
(e.g., AWS [21], Azure [22], and Nasdaq’s millimeter-wave
network [19]). Overall, we found the organizations (e.g., con-
sensus nodes) of permissioned blockchains are usually de-
ployed on high-performance cloud datacenters, and develop-
ing BFT systems on high-performance networks is an impor-
tant topic [8, 63, 65, 82]. Nevertheless, Bidl ensures safety
in asynchronous networks and retains good performance in
tough scenarios such as malicious participants (§6.2), high
contending transaction rate (§6.3), and packet loss (§6.4).

3.2 Bidl’s Workflow Overview
Figure 4 shows Bidl’s workflow with five phases.
• Phase 1: submit. Typically, a BFT consensus protocol has
a leader to order client transactions. Clients submit signed
transactions to the leader of consensus nodes via a TLS-
enabled link. The leader drops the connection if the client
sends malformed transactions (e.g., with invalid signatures)
to avoid the client mounting DoS attacks on the leader.
• Phase 2: multicast. We let Bidl’s BFT leader act as the
sequencer by running a sequencing thread, and we call the
sequencer and leader interchangeable. The leader assigns
received transactions with consecutive sequence numbers
and multicasts them to all consensus and normal nodes. For
performance, the leader does not sign on the multicast mes-
sages (§4.1).
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Figure 4. Detailed workflow of Bidl.

•Phase 3: consensus. The consensus nodes run an instance
of a BFT protocol (e.g., BFT-SMaRt [39]) to agree on a se-
quence of hashes (see evaluation setup in §6) for transactions
multicasted from the leader. Same as HLF [31], Bidl treats
the BFT protocol as a blackbox (§4.2) so that Bidl can in-
herit the mature safety and performance optimizations from
existing BFT protocols.
• Phase 4: speculative execution. Phase 4 runs in paral-
lel with Phase 3. In Phase 4, normal nodes speculatively
execute client transactions according to sequence numbers
(§4.3). Different from the HLF’s execute-order workflow, in
which all contending transactions (defined as transactions
concurrently access the same key) are executed in parallel,
Bidl speculatively executes contending transactions sequen-
tially in the sequence number order. By doing so, Bidl elimi-
nates transaction aborts caused by transaction dependencies
and improves the system’s performance on contended work-
loads (§6.3). To ensure state consistency in the presence of
non-deterministic transactions, we adopt a multi-write [45]
protocol (§4.4) to make nodes follow identical execution re-
sults, and abort a transaction if nodes produce inconsistent
results for the transaction; this protocol’s latency is often
masked by the BFT consensus (Phase 3).
In the presence of an adversary, the sequence of specula-

tively executed transactions may differ from the sequence of
transactions agreed by Phase 3. Bidl’s Phase 5 falls back
to the sequential workflow by letting normal nodes follow
the agreed transactions and re-execute them, ensuring both
safety and liveness (§5.1). Moreover, Bidl’s denylist protocol
(§4.6) is designed to detect such an adversary and to retain
Bidl’s high performance of parallel workflow.
• Phase 5: commit. Bidl’s normal nodes commit a trans-
action only after receiving matching agreed transactions in
Phase 3 and persisted execution results inPhase 4, ensuring
safety, reasonable liveness, and reasonable high performance
even with non-deterministic transactions (proved in §5.1).
Overall, the highlight of Bidl’s workflow stems from

achieving safety and high performance in malicious envi-
ronments, and we illustrate in two aspects. Firstly, Bidl’s
new workflow achieves (1) safety in the presence of non-

API Role Description

Seqencing api
1 invoke(Txn) CL1 Submit a client transaction to

Bidl’s leader node (§4.1).
2 seq(Txn) CN2 Add sequence number to a trans-

action T and relay T to all Bidl
nodes (§4.1).

3 newTxn(Txn) CN,NN3 Process new transactions. Re-
turn true if the transaction is not
discarded (§4.1).

4 checkProp(Propose) CN Requests lost transactions pro-
posed by nL . Returns true if all
transactions are received (§4.2).

Shepherding api
5 shepherdInit() CN Initialize a thread to shepherd

Bidl’s parallel workflow (§4.6).

1 CL: CLient 2 CN: Consensus Node 3 NN: Normal Node

Table 1. The API provided by libBidl.

deterministic transactions as in the execute-consensus work-
flow (e.g., HLF [31]), and (2) zero abort rate in the presence
of contented workloads, a key advantage in the consensus-
execute workflow (e.g., Quorum [26]). In HLF, transaction
aborts are caused by both the contented workload and non-
determinism; in Bidl, transaction aborts are only caused by
non-determinism (§6.3). Meanwhile, Bidl parallelizes the
consensus and execution phases to greatly reduce the latency
compared to both workflows. Secondly, different from exist-
ing BFT protocols [30, 43] which tackle the misbehaviors of
consensus nodes in the consensus phase, Bidl shepherds the
entire workflow to tackle the misbehaviors of all participants.

4 Protocol Description
Bidl moves through a succession of views with consecutive
view numbers. Each view v in Bidl has one consensus node
being the leader (nL). The state of each view is cached by
Bidl clients and nodes.
libBidl API. Bidl provides a library called libBidl, which
provides basic API (Table 1) that facilitates different consen-
sus protocols to be deployed in Bidl. The sequencing API
consists of functions for clients to submit transactions and
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for consensus nodes to order client transactions. We will dis-
cuss how to integrate a consensus protocol into Bidl frame-
work using libBidl in §4.2. The shepherdInit() API en-
ables consensus nodes to shepherd Bidl’s parallel workflow
by monitoring the performance of all phases (§4.5) and run-
ning Bidl’s denylist protocol (§4.6).

4.1 Transaction Submission
Figure 4 shows Bidl’s parallel workflow with five phases.
Phase 1: Clients submit transactions to the leader nL .
A client c issues a transaction T : ⟨Txn,T ,O,v,pk⟩σc by
the API call invoke(T), where T is the transaction payload,
O indicates the related organizations or nodes of this trans-
action, v is the view number (§3.1), pk is the client’s public
key. Specifically, related nodes of a transaction are defined
as all normal nodes in related organizations of the transac-
tion in HLF; related nodes should execute the transaction.
The client calls invoke(T) to fetch the current view number
v from Bidl nodes, and then sends T to the corresponding
nL of view v .
Phase 2: nL multicasts transactions to all Bidl nodes.
nL adds a sequence number s to each incoming transaction
and broadcasts the transaction to all nodes.

Although digital signatures on sequence numbers can par-
tially mitigate the transaction re-executions caused by the
crafted transactions from malicious nodes (§1), Bidl elimi-
nates digital signatures on sequence numbers for two rea-
sons. Firstly, signing each sequence number and verifying
them on all nodes is computationally expensive [42, 88]. Our
Intel E5 CPU can only verify less than 10k signatures for each
core, and the signature verification needs to be conducted on
every consensus and normal node. If Bidl lets the sequencer
sign on sequence numbers, Bidl needs 5×more computation
resources only for verifying the signatures on every node.
Furthermore, even with the signatures, Bidl’s sequencer
shepherding protocol is also essential for reducing the trans-
action re-executions in Bidl’s parallel workflow (§4.5).
Secondly, and more importantly, using signatures opens

the door for the adversary A to mount resource exhaustion
attacks [43] on Bidl by broadcasting malformed sequenced
transactions with invalid signatures. Since a node can know
whether a received message is correctly signed only after
verifying the signatures; if the signature is incorrect, it is
infeasible to identify which node launched the attack. If A
disguises itself as the leader, although it cannot create valid
signatures, it can easily exhaust the computing resources of
all nodes by letting them repetitively verify signatures.

One may think of using the hybrid MAC-signature mech-
anism [43] to address the exhaustion DoS attacks. Bidl does
use this mechanism for client transactions, but this mecha-
nism is not suitable for signing ordered transactions from
Bidl’s sequencer. The key reason is that the hybrid signature
must have a full vector of MAC entries for all nodes instead
of only for nodes in related organizations. Otherwise, a node

having a gap in its sequence number space will be unable to
tell if the gap results from an irrelevant or lost transaction.
More importantly, assuming that notifying a sequence num-
ber is not related to a normal node does not require a MAC
for this normal node. Then, any malicious node can notify
certain nodes that no sequence number is related (through
crafted transactions), greatly reducing Bidl’s performance.

Therefore, generating hybrid signatures for sequence num-
bers will add significant computational overhead to the criti-
cal path of Bidl workflow (Phase-2) because the time for
generating one hybrid signature grows linearly with the
number of nodes. Note that when using this hybrid signa-
ture for client signatures (in both Bidl and Aardvark [43])
spreads the computation over all clients, but signing on se-
quence numbers centralizes the computation to the one se-
quencer’s critical path. Consequently, we eliminate signa-
tures of sequence numbers and use the denylist design.

Due to the above issues and the performance reason, Bidl
eliminates the signatures on sequence numbers and develops
a denylist protocol in §4.6.
Transaction verification. When a consensus or normal
node ni receives a transactionT : ⟨⟨Txn,T ,O,v,pk⟩σc , s⟩, ni
stores T and verifies T by three steps.
1. Sequence check. If the sequence number s lies in the

current block, go to step (2); if ni has already received a
transaction with the same sequence number s , or s belongs
to a previous block, ni discards T ; if s belongs to a future
block, ni caches T for further processing.

2. Replay check. If ni never received a transaction with the
same hash, go to step (3); otherwise, ni discards T .

3. Signature check. As the signature check is computation-
ally expensive, ni only checks the client signature of T af-
ter T has passed all previous verification steps.

4.2 Consensus
Phase 3: The consensus protocol agrees on a sequence
of transactions. Bidl provides a set of generic API to sup-
port general BFT protocols, and we have integrated four in-
fluential BFT protocols, including BFT-SMaRt [39], SBFT [50],
HotStuff [99], and Zyzzyva [63], into Bidl. In this section,
we show that a developer can implement Bidl’s consensus
phase based on an existing BFT protocol (Algo 1) without
modifying the BFT protocol’s most complex phase: the agree-
ment phase.

Each consensus node collects transactions from the leader
node nL . After receiving enough valid transactions for a
block or a timeout elapsed, the nL runs a BFT consensus
to reach agreement on the SHA-256 hashes of transaction’s
payloads by sending a ⟨Propose,v,b,H ,nL⟩σL message to
all consensus nodes (Algo 1, line 9), where v is the current
view, b is the block ID,H is the list of transaction hashes.

On receiving the Propose message, a consensus node ni
checks transactions’ hashes in H and asks the leader to
retransmit missed transactions with the checkProp() API
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Algo 1: Bidl workflow at consensus node ni .
1 Initialization
2 H ← �; shepherdInit(); ▷ Invoke API 5

// Phase 2: Sequencing

3 Upon reception of

T : ⟨Txn, T, O, v, pk ⟩σc ∧ newTxn(T) do ▷ Invoke API 3
4 if isLeader(ni) = true then
5 s ← seq(T); ▷ Invoke API 2
6 H ← H ∪ {⟨s, hash(T)⟩ };
7 else send T to nL ;
// Phase 3: Start consensus

8 Upon ( |H | > blkSize ∨ timeout) ∧ isLeader(ni) do
9 start agreement of ⟨Propose, v, b, H, nL ⟩σL ;

10 Upon reception of M : ⟨Propose, v, b, H, nL ⟩σL do
11 if checkProp(M)=true then ▷ Invoke API 4
12 start agreement of M ;

// Phase 3: Finish consensus

13 Upon agreed ⟨b, H, cert⟩ do ▷ agreed(T )=true
14 B : ⟨Blk, b, txns, cert⟩ ← assemble(H, cert);
15 send B to ∀nj ∈ NN;

// Phase 4-2: Persist

16 Upon reception of R : ⟨Result, ®r ⟩σj from nj ∈ NN do
17 if approved(R) ∧ match(H, R) ∧ localStore(R) then
18 send P : ⟨Persist, s, h, ®r, i ⟩σi to ∀nj ∈ NN;

(Algo 1, line 11). After receiving all transactions in the Pro-
pose message, ni starts the agreement on the transaction’s
hashes. Once Bidl reaches agreement on the hashes, the
transactions corresponding to the hashes are agreed (Algo 1,
line 13). Each consensus node assembles transactions into a
block according toH and delivers the block to normal nodes.

4.3 Transaction Execution and Commit
Phase 4-1. Normal nodes speculatively execute trans-
actions. As nL has ordered the transactions, the normal
nodes speculatively execute related transactions according
to the sequence numbers without waiting for the consen-
sus results, then invoke the protocol in Phase 4-2 to handle
non-deterministic transactions (§4.4).

Due to the sequence numbers (a hint) given by the leader,
the normal nodes speculatively execute transactions on the
results of all contending transactions with smaller sequence
numbers in the same block, which eliminates the aborts of
execution results caused by concurrently executing contend-
ing transactions (in HLF). The generated execution results of
related transactions will be committed or aborted in Phase 5.
For now, each normal node in Bidl executes only trans-

actions related to this node’s organization sequentially in
the hinted order. This implementation is fair to our baseline
systems in our evaluation: for all evaluated systems, each
transaction was only executed on the same number of nor-
mal nodes (endorsers). As discussed in §2, Bidl can adopt
existing parallel execution techniques [64, 84] within the ex-
ecution phase to further improve Bidl’s performance.
Phase 5. Normal nodes commit valid transactions and
blocks. Upon receiving a block from Phase 3 (e.g., contains

Algo 2: Bidl workflow at normal node ni .
// Phase 4: Speculative execution

1 Upon reception of

T : ⟨⟨Txn, T, O, v, pk ⟩σc , s ⟩ ∧ newTxn(T) do ▷ Invk. API 3
2 execute(T);
3 Function execute(T) do
4 r ← verExec(tx);
5 ®r ← approve(r) ; ▷ approved(T , ®r)=true
6 persist(T , ®r);
7 Function persist(T , ®r) do
8 if valid(®r) then send ⟨Result, ®r ⟩σi to ∀n ∈ CN ;
// Phase 5: Commit

9 Upon reception of B : ⟨Blk, b, txns, cert⟩ ∧ valid(B) do
10 if checkHash(B)=true then
11 commitBlock(B);
12 else ▷ Re-execute (rarely happens)
13 commitBlock(B);
14 foreach T ∈ B do execute(T ) ;
15 Upon reception of P : ⟨Persist, s, h, ®r, j ⟩σj ∧ valid(P) do
16 tmp ← tmp ∪ P ;
17 if |tmp | ≥ 2f + 1 then ▷ persisted(T , ®r)=true
18 commitTxn(®r);

2f +1 valid signatures from different consensus nodes), a nor-
mal node ni checks whether its locally executed transactions
are consistent with the transactions in the block by compar-
ing the hashes. If all transactions are consistent, ni commits
the execution results of related transactions to its local state
(Algo 2, line 18) and adds the block to the ledger (Algo 2,
line 13). Otherwise, ni re-executes all related transactions in
the block; in this situation, the parallel workflow falls back to
the sequential workflow. This happens if some participants
are malicious, handled by the denylist protocol (§4.6).

4.4 Handling Non-deterministic Transactions
Same as HLF [31], a non-deterministic transaction in
Bidl may generate inconsistent execution results on dif-
ferent nodes. A transaction’s smart contract may be multi-
threading and has data races, so Bidl treats all transactions
as potentially non-deterministic. Note that, in Bidl, data
races occur only within each transaction instead of among
transactions due to the sequential execution on nodes (§4.3).

To ensure consistency in the presence of non-deterministic
transactions, it is essential for Bidl to produce an identical

and retrievable execution result for each transaction. By iden-
tical, we mean that Bidlmust produce one identical result for
each transaction. By retrievable, we mean that once Bidl has
produced a result, the result is able to be retrieved (read) by
all correct nodes. Bidl designs a simple two-step multi-write
protocol [45] to guarantee correct normal nodes will produce
and follow one identical result for each related transaction.
Phase 4-2. Approve and persist execution results. Bidl
normal nodes first execute a related transactionT and gener-
ate a result (i.e., all modified keys and values). Since normal
nodes in an organization trust each other (§3.1), these nodes
select one delegate, and the delegate signs on one result.
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For each transactionT , we call the first organization in its
related organization list as T ’s corresponding organization
oc . The delegate of oc then collects the signed results fromT ’s
related organizations to produce a vector ®r of these results.
We say ®r is approved, if ®r contains the signed results (can be
batch-signed) from all related organizations. Note that the
results in ®r may be inconsistent due to non-determinism or
malicious nodes.
After obtaining the result vector ®r , Bidl runs a simple

persist protocol to ensure ®r is both identical and retrievable.
The delegate of oc persists ®r by running a multi-write proto-
col adopted from [45], which sends ®r to all consensus nodes.
Each consensus node broadcasts a Persist message to all
normal nodes if ®r matches the transaction hashes proposed
by the leader (Algo 1, line 18), and each consensus node
only calls localStore() to persist one ®r for each transac-
tion. Upon receiving the Persist messages for ®r from 2f + 1
consensus nodes, each normal node regards ®r has been suc-
cessfully persisted (Algo 2, line 17). Then, each normal node
commits ®r to its local state only if all results in ®r are con-
sistent (Algo 2, line 18); otherwise, normal nodes abort the
transaction T and ®r .

If malicious organizations produce two different approved
result vectors (®r and ®r ′) and send ®r and ®r ′ to consensus nodes,
then at most one of the two results can be successfully per-
sisted (§5.1). Therefore, a malicious organization’s misbehav-
iors can at most affect the liveness of its own related transac-
tions: no execution results are successfully persisted for its
own transactions. The safety of Bidl is not affected (§3.1).

More importantly, suchmisbehavior can be easily detected
in a permissioned blockchain by the administrator. Note that,
different fromBidl’s denylist protocol that suspectsmalicious
participants with high probability, these signatures in ®r and
®r ′ are conclusive evidence for accusing these participating
organizations trying to break the permissioned blockchain.

4.5 Shepherding the Leader
A malicious leader can degrade Bidl’s performance by send-
ing inconsistent transactions to nodes, dropping specific
clients’ transactions, or creating gaps in sequence numbers.

Same as existing work [42], Bidl uses view changes to ad-
dress malicious leaders. Bidl’s view change protocol is the
same as PBFT’s [42] with only two differences. Firstly, differ-
ent from PBFT where the leadership is rotated among con-
sensus nodes in a round-robin way, in Bidl, the leadership
rotation is unpredictable ( more details in §4.6). Secondly, the
view change messages piggyback message fields for main-
taining Bidl’s denylists.
A Bidl view change is triggered by the consensus nodes

in three cases. Firstly, to ensure high performance, consen-
sus nodes initiate a view change upon detecting a non-trivial
re-execution rate in Phase 4 (by default, > 1%) or a notable
throughput degradation in Phase 3 (by default, < 90% of the
peak throughput in previous |CN | views, same as existing

work [32, 43]). A consensus node can know that a transac-
tion has to be re-executed by detecting a mismatched ®r in
§4.4, which implies the speculated transaction on a normal
node mismatches the one agreed by the consensus nodes. In
addition to letting normal nodes speculate wrong transac-
tions, a malicious leader can also try to break Bidl’s paral-
lel workflow by consistently delaying sending transactions
to normal nodes until the consensus is achieved. Thanks to
Bidl’s persist protocol (§4.4), this attack can be easily de-
tected by consensus nodes due to the increasing delay for
receiving persist requests (Algo 1, line 16).

Under fluctuating workload or network churns, Bidl may
invoke extra view changes, but we regard it justifiable be-
cause a view change in recent BFT protocols (e.g., Hot-
Stuff [99]) is efficient, and recent work [32, 43] points out
that, compared to running at low performance, it is worth-
while to try view changes to regain good performance.

Secondly, same as PBFT [42], to ensure liveness, if a client
fails to receive a response for a transaction after a timeout,
the client sends the transaction to all consensus nodes. If
the transaction is not committed to the blockchain in the
following blocks, the consensus nodes initiate a view change.

Thirdly, a correct leader proactively invokes a view change
(§4.6) on detecting suspected misbehaviors; a malicious
leader can behave arbitrarily. The correct leader invokes a
view change to proactively elect a random leader. This is
essential for Bidl’s denylist protocol as illustrated by the
dilemma in §4.6.

4.6 Bidl’s Denylist Protocol
Since Bidl eliminates signatures on sequence numbers (§4.1),
the adversary A can pretend to be the leader, broadcast
crafted transactions (i.e., real transactionswith fake sequence
numbers), and cause conflicts in other nodes’ sequence num-
ber spaces. These conflicts may lead to transaction retrans-
missions in Phase 3 and cause the speculative execution to
fail in Phase 4, degrading Bidl’s performance.
The denylist mechanism is widely used in BFT systems

(e.g., Aardvark [43], PeerReview [53], and CATS [101]) to
detect malicious participants. However, these protocols are
not suitable for Bidl’s scenario for two reasons. Firstly, Bidl
eliminates sequence number signatures on ordered transac-
tions (§4.1) and conducts IP multicast, but these protocols
require message senders (i.e., sequencers for detecting mali-
cious sequencers) to sign every multicast message and wait
for a signed reply. Secondly, these protocols can only mon-
itor identified participants in the system, but in Bidl, any
non-member node in the datacenter can broadcast forged
messages to Bidl nodes.

Definition 4.1 (Conflicting transactions). If the sth trans-
action that node ni received in Phase 2 is different from the
sth transaction proposed in Phase 3, ni regards these two
transactions as conflicting.
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Since Bidl cannot forbid an adversary A (defined in §3.1)
to broadcast messages, Bidl carries a new denylist proto-
col to detect malicious clients who sign and provide crafted
transactions forA to cause conflicts. Detecting the malicious
clients is already effective for Bidl to maintain high perfor-
mance due to two reasons. Firstly, A cannot create a large
number of clients in a permissioned blockchain. Secondly,
in a Bidl view with a correct leader,A can only use transac-
tions signed by malicious clients to cause conflicts; if a ma-
licious leader is causing conflicts, it will be replaced (§4.5).
Specifically, since correct clients submit transactions to the
correct leader in a TLS-enabled link (§4.1), ifA wants to use
a correct client’s transactionT to cause conflicts,A must re-
broadcast T with a different sequence number after receiv-
ing T from the correct leader. However, in Bidl’s triangle-
inequal network model (§3.1), most nodes should have al-
ready received T from the leader first, and just ignore the
re-broadcasted T from A. Therefore, if A uses a client cm ’s
signed transactions to cause conflicts, cm must be within A.
However, Bidl faces a dilemma between a low false-

negative rate (high probability for detecting malicious
clients) and a low false-positive rate (low probability for ac-
cusing correct clients). Specifically, it is hard to distinguish
whether one conflict is caused by the leader assigning two
different transactions with the same sequence number, or by
A broadcasting the crafted transactions.

Bidl tackles this dilemma by monitoring conflicting trans-
actions across views with different leaders. Our idea is that, if
we can ensure a low false-positive rate for views with cor-
rect leaders, and transactions signed by a client cm conflict
with other transactions across f + 1 views with different
leaders (at least one of them must be a correct leader in BFT),
then there is a high probability that cm is malicious.
A subtle scenario is that a smart A can escape from this

mechanism by using transactions crafted by a specific group
of clients in only views of the same leader. For instance, A
use transactions from a malicious client cm only in views
led by consensus node n1, so cm will not present in f + 1
views with different leaders. To address this scenario, Bidl
prevents A precisely controlling to cause conflicts in which
views, via two mechanisms.

Firstly, Bidl lets a correct leader proactively invoke a view
change on detecting conflicts. For a given sequence number,
any node accepts only the first received transaction and
will discard subsequent ones (§4.1). To successfully cause
conflicts, A must broadcast transactions of any sequence
numbers faster than the leader does. Therefore, once the
correct leader proactively changes its view, A inevitably
causes conflicts in the next view.

The first mechanism is necessary but insufficient. If Bidl
rotates leadership in a round-robin way as in typical BFT
protocols, the next leader after n1 is deterministic (name it
as n2), so A can always cause conflicts in only n1 and n2’s
views. If f > 2, A can still escape.

Secondly, Bidl rotates leaders in an unpredictable and ran-
dom way. Bidl divides views into epochs, each containing
3f + 1 views, and each consensus node is the leader of one
view in each epoch. The second mechanism is to prevent a
malicious leader from always passing its leadership to an-
other malicious node. When a view change is invoked, the
new leader is randomly selected from those consensus nodes
not having been leaders in this epoch, using the hash of
the last committed block as the random seed. Using the two
mechanisms, even ifA tries to cause conflicts using transac-
tions signed cm in only views led by n1 (the previous subtle
example),A will inevitably cause conflicts in views with dif-
ferent leaders succeeding n1’s views, which will accumula-
tively make cm cause detectable conflicts within f + 1 views
of different leaders. Because cm must be within A, if A re-
peatedly uses cm ’s signed transactions, Bidl will deny cm .
Based on the two mechanisms, Bidl’s detailed denylist

protocol consists of three steps. Step (1): if node ni detects
two conflicting transactions, ni suspects its locally received
transaction in Phase 2 as malicious and adds the client cm
of this transaction into a local suspect list S. Step (2): ni con-
tinuously monitors the misbehaviors of clients in S. If ni
suspects cm (in S) as malicious across f + 1 views with dif-
ferent leaders, ni regards cm as malicious. Step (3), during
the next view change, cm is carried in ni ’ view change mes-
sage. If cm is regarded as malicious by f +1 consensus nodes,
all non-faulty consensus nodes add cm into the denylist D.
For a client cm in the denylist D, normal nodes will not

speculate transactions signed by cm in Phase 4. However, if
these transactions are agreed by the consensus nodes, nor-
mal nodes will still re-execute them. This design ensures that,
although Bidl may have a non-zero false-positive rate (usu-
ally low, see §5.1), Bidlwill not break the liveness or fairness
for these clients. Overall, Bidl’s denylist-based view-change
protocol is only for ensuring Bidl’s high performance with-
out affecting liveness or safety. Even if sometimes the trian-
gle inequality does not hold in Bidl’s network (e.g., some
switches misbehave), it will at most affect Bidl’s perfor-
mance, false-positive rate, and false-negative rate.
With more consensus nodes, Bidl must monitor more

views (i.e., with a longer time window) to detect malicious
clients. A longer time window may slow down the reaction
of Bidl’s denylist, but it does not affect Bidl’s performance
in the long run for three reasons. Firstly, in a permissioned
blockchain, the list of authenticated clients is explicit and
usually changes infrequently, so the adversary has only a
limited number of malicious clients and cannot affect Bidl’s
parallel workflow once these malicious clients get denied.
Secondly, Bidl makes the rejoining time of all denied clients
much longer than the detection time window, greatly reduc-
ing the frequency of malicious behaviors. Thirdly, within
the time window (during which the adversary is conducting
attacks), Bidl can still achieve decent performance because
such attacks merely make Bidl’s speculative execution fail
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and fall back to the slower sequential workflow (same as
some evaluated baseline systems).

5 Correctness and Performance Analysis
5.1 Proof Sketch of Safety
Lemma 5.1 (consistency of agreed transactions). For two
transactions T and T ′ agreed (defined in §4.2) with the same
sequence number s at correct normal nodes, T = T ′.
Proof. This lemma directly inherits from the safety guarantee
of the BFT protocol [39, 42, 50, 63, 99] running in Phase 3 of
Bidl. The BFT protocol ensures that there is only one unique
hash value h committed with sequence number s . Therefore,
we have hash(T ) = h = hash(T ′) and thus T = T ′.
Lemma 5.2 (consistency of persisted execution results). For
two execution results ®r and ®r ′ persisted (defined in §4.4) with
the same sequence number s at correct normal nodes, ®r = ®r ′.
Proof. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose ®r , ®r ′. There
is a set of consensus nodes S1 ⊆ CN having persisted ®r and
another S2 ⊆ CN having persisted ®r ′. According to Bidl’s
persist protocol (§4.4), each set has at least 2f + 1 consensus
nodes, with at least f + 1 intersections. This cannot happen
in Bidl because a correct consensus node only persists one
execution result for each sequence number (§4.4), and there
are at most f faulty consensus nodes.
Proof of Bidl’s safety. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, all non-
faulty nodes see the same sequences of agreed transactions
and persisted execution results. Therefore, all non-faulty
normal nodes consistently determine whether to commit
each transaction and its execution result, which ensures
safety. Note that Bidl’s denylist protocol does not affect
safety because adding a client cm to the denylist will only
make normal nodes not speculate cm ’s transactions (§4.6); if
these transactions are agreed by the consensus nodes, normal
nodes will re-execute the transactions (§4.6).

5.2 Effectiveness of Bidl’s Denylist Protocol
Low false-negative rate. Bidl can effectively detect any
malicious client cm used by A to constantly cause con-
flicts and add cm to the denylist. If A uses cm to cause non-
negligible conflicts in some views, cm will be suspected in
this view. However, to add cm to the denylist, cm must be
suspected by f + 1 views with different leaders (§4.6). To es-
cape from the denylist, the best strategy for A is to cause
conflicts only in views with specific leader(s). However, A
cannot ensure this because it will inevitably cause conflicts
in subsequent views with unpredictably selected leaders due
to Bidl’s proactive view change and randomized leader rota-
tion mechanisms (§4.6). Therefore,A had better use another
c ′m ; since A cannot arbitrarily increase its colluded client
list in a permissioned blockchain, Bidl often has a low false-
negative rate.
Low false-positive rate. The probability that A manages

to add a correct client c to Bidl’s denylist D is low in Bidl’s
deployment model (§3). Recall that A can add c to Bidl’s
suspect list S only when the triangle inequality property
is violated, then entries in S will be merged by nodes into
D (§4.6). The triangle inequality property is violated when
l△ : li→j + lj→k − li→k ≤ 0 (§2.2). If the triangle inequality
is violated, A can re-broadcast c’s transactions received in
Phase 2 from the leader to cause conflicts on c’s transactions,
then Bidl nodes will add conflicting transactions’ clients to
D. If the triangle inequality is not violated, nodes should
receive c’s transaction from the leader before the transactions
are re-broadcasted by A, so A’s re-broadcasted transaction
will be ignored (§4.1). We then illustrate Bidl’s low false-
positive rate in two steps.
Firstly, the success rate that A manages to add a correct

client c into the suspect list S in a view with a correct leader
is negligible (the success rate is 1 if the leader is with A).
Bidl adds only conflicting transactions’ clients toS (§4.6). As
illustrated in §2.2, the triangle inequality is difficult to break
due to the redundant paths in dedicated datacenter networks.
Therefore, the probability that A exploits an arbitrary de-
layed path and makes l△ : li→j + lj→k − li→k ≤ 0 is over-
whelmingly small (analyzed in existing work [54, 68, 80, 90]),
making the probability that A causes conflicts on c’s trans-
actions overwhelmingly small.
Secondly, to add the correct c to the denylist, c must be

suspected in at least f +1 views with different leaders, where
at least one of the leaders is correct. With the two steps, Bidl
can achieve a low false-positive rate in practice.

5.3 Liveness and High Performance
Liveness. In Bidl, committing a transaction T requires: (1)
the consensus nodes agree on T , and (2) T ’s related organi-
zations approve and persist T ’s execution result (§4.4). T ’s
related organizations have the ability to withhold the persis-
tence of T , but they have no motivation to block their own
transactions. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove Bidl’s live-
ness for achieving BFT consensus on a client transaction.
Note that Bidl’s denylist protocol does not affect Bidl’s live-
ness, because the punishment for transactions whose clients
are in the denylist is only not to speculate these transactions
(§4.6). These transactions will be executed only if they are or-
dered by the consensus nodes. After all, the denylist is only
designed for maintaining the parallel workflow for high per-
formance, but will not affect Bidl’s liveness or safety.
Bidl’s liveness guarantee inherits from typical BFT pro-

tocols (e.g., PBFT [42]). Consider the synchronous period in
the partial synchrony model (§3.1); if a correct client c can-
not see its transaction get committed after a timeout, c sends
this transaction to all consensus nodes, which will relay the
transaction to the leader (§4.1). If the transaction can still not
be committed, consensus nodes will initiate a view change
(§4.5). Since there exists at least 2f + 1 non-faulty consensus
nodes, the transaction will eventually (after at most f view
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changes) be committed when a non-faulty consensus node
becomes the leader (§4.5).
High performance. Bidl’s high performance (i.e., main-
taining the parallel workflow) is illustrated from two aspects.
Firstly, for views with a malicious leader, consensus nodes
will invoke view changes on detecting a non-negligible re-
execution rate or throughput degradation (§4.5) to replace
the leader. Secondly, the malicious clients used by the adver-
sary A (e.g., a malicious node) to constantly cause conflicts
in normal nodes’ sequence number spaces will be added to
Bidl’s denylist thanks to Bidl’s low false-negative rate (§5.3).
Since A cannot create arbitrary clients in a permissioned
blockchain, Bidl can effectively ensure high performance in
Bidl’s network model (§3.1).

6 Evaluation
We implemented a software-based sequencer on a conven-
tional server using Intel’s Data Plane Development Kit [6].
Prior work [70] shows that such a software-based sequencer
already achieves almost line rate in adding sequence num-
bers to transactions and multicasting them. For 1KB transac-
tions, our sequencer adds about 20µs to the transfer delay.

We ran all experiments (including all clients and nodes) in
a cluster with 20 Dell R430 servers, each equipped with an
Intel 2.60GHz E5-2690 V3 CPU, 64GB memory, and 40Gbps
NIC. The RTT among any two servers was about 0.2ms.
Baseline. We compared Bidl with three state-of-the-
art blockchain frameworks: HLF [31], StreamChain [65],
and FastFabric [51]. HLF is the most popular permis-
sioned blockchain framework widely used by various cloud
providers [11, 12], companies [17], and governments [8].
FastFabric [51] and StreamChain [65] are high-

performance permissioned blockchain frameworks based
on HLF. FastFabric re-architects the codebase of HLF and
provides highly efficient optimizations (e.g., designating a
single node as the orderer for sending transaction hashes
to consensus nodes and assembling blocks) in a CFT sce-
nario. FastFabric and StreamChain have a built-in Raft [78].
FastFabric’s performance subsumed HLF in fault-free (i.e.,
no malicious participant) scenarios, so we focus on com-
paring Bidl with FastFabric instead of HLF except for the
experiments with malicious participants (§6.2). StreamChain
eliminates batching transactions into blocks and processes
transactions in a stream fashion.
To achieve high performance in Bidl’s consensus phase

(Phase 3), Bidl performs consensus on only transaction
hashes (i.e., 32 bytes for SHA-256) rather than the entire
transaction payloads (typically, 1k bytes). This optimization
is also adopted by existing BFT protocols [32, 42, 63] and
permissioned blockchains [51]. For a fair comparison, we
enabled this optimization for all Bidl, HLF, FF, and Stream-
Chain frameworks in our evaluation (§6).
We integrated Bidl with four BFT protocols: BFT-

SMaRt [39], Zyzzyva [63], HotStuff [100], and SBFT [50]. We
implemented the batch optimization [63] of Zyzzyva and
selected a non-leader node to collect consensus nodes’ re-
sponses to the clients and to send the commit messages for
each block. SBFT contains c + 1 collectors to create thresh-
old signatures, and by default c = 1. The default transaction
size was 1 KB (compressed with gzip) and the default block
size was 500 transactions, typical settings in HLF [31, 88].
Workloads and metrics. We evaluated all blockchain
frameworks with the popular SmallBank [13, 20] workload
used in various studies [13, 85]. SmallBank has diverse types
of transactions for bank operations. At the beginning of an
experiment, SmallBank creates a random number of accounts
for each organization and initializes each account with the
same balance, and then random transactions are generated
to transfer money among accounts of different organizations.
The create transaction is related to one organization, and the
transfer transaction is related to two organizations (§4.3).
We built a distributed benchmark based on Tape, an effi-

cient benchmark tool for HLF [27]. Our benchmark spawned
100 clients on multiple servers, and collects the average la-
tency and total throughput across all clients. For latency, we
measured the client-perceived latency (also called end-to-
end latency) from when a client submits a transaction to
when the client is notified its transaction is committed.
Settings.We have two evaluation settings. In evaluation set-
ting A, we ran four consensus nodes (f=1) and 50 normal
nodes to favor FF and StreamChain’s deployment. In eval-
uation setting B, we ran four to 97 organizations, and each
organization has one consensus node and one normal node.
Setting B is only used for evaluating Bidl’s scalability (§6.1).
We ran each node in a single docker container with a dedi-
cated core. We focus on these questions:
§6.1: How efficient is Bidl’s parallel workflow?
§6.2: How robust is Bidl to malicious participants?
§6.3: How robust is Bidl’s performance to non-deterministic
and high-contention workloads?
§6.4: How is Bidl’s performance over multiple datacenters?

6.1 End-to-end Performance
We first evaluated the workflow performance of Bidl, Fast-
Faric, and StreamChain in the fault-free case. As shown in
Figure 5, StreamChain achieved the lowest latency by trad-
ing off its peak throughput because StreamChain processes
transactions in a streaming fashion.

Bidl outperformed FastFabric in both throughput and la-
tency. Bidl’s throughput was higher than FastFabric because
in Bidl, normal nodes execute related transactions according
to their sequence numbers (Phase 4). Therefore, Bidl does
not need to conduct the heavy sequential MVCC contention
check in FastFabric’s consensus-execute workflow. Specifi-
cally, in FastFabric’s validate phase (P3 in Table 2), theMVCC
check took about 48.7% of the latency. We also found the
MVCC check processed only 32.3K transactions per second,
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Figure 6. Performance of Bidl on different BFT protocols.

due to unmarshalling the read-write keys from the trans-
actions and sequentially checking the keys with database
queries. Moreover, Bidl avoids transaction aborts caused by
executing contending transactions in different orders among
nodes in baseline systems (Figure 8). In sum, Bidl achieves
better throughput than FastFabric. Bidl’s lower latency was
primarily due to Bidl’s parallelization of the execution and
consensus phases.
Scalability. We collected the latency of Bidl with different
numbers of organizations, as shown in Figure 6. Each orga-
nization has one consensus node and one normal node in
order to evaluate Bidl scalability. With the number of orga-
nizations increased, Bidl’s latency on four BFT decreased
quickly and increased gently. To understand Bidl’s low la-
tency, we recorded the time taken for each step of the work-
flows in FastFabric and Bidl, as shown in Table 2 and Ta-
ble 3. To ease comparison, we modified FastFabric to make
it run BFT-SMaRt without spawning any malicious node. In
these two tables, the number of consensus nodes and nor-
mal nodes setting (each consensus node ran with only three
normal nodes due to our limited number of servers) is the
same as in Figure 6. Note that this setting and the latency
results are different from those in Figure 3 and Figure 5.
In Bidl, the consensus and execution phases are parallel,

while in FastFabric, the endorse (same as execution) phase
and consensus are sequential. When the number of organiza-
tions increased, Bidl’s latency first decreased then increased.
This is because when the number of organizations was small,
Bidl workflow’s performance was dominated by the latency
of transaction execution: normal nodes of each organization
need to verify and execute more transactions with fewer or-
ganizations. When the number of organizations increased to-
wards 30, the number of transactions processed by each orga-
nization decreased, leading to lower latency. When the num-
ber of organizations continued to increase, the consensus be-
came the major performance bottleneck of Bidl’s workflow.

FastFabric-Smart results (in milliseconds)

Number of Orgs 4 7 13 25 49 97
P1: Endorse 9.15 8.55 7.89 7.47 7.19 6.47
P2: Consensus 10.39 11.61 9.6 12.97 15.38 16.21
P3: Validate 51.49 29.63 15.78 10.12 8.19 6.92
End-to-end (P1+P2+P3) 71.03 49.79 33.27 30.56 30.76 29.6

Table 2. End-to-end latency breakdown of FastFabric-SMaRt.

Bidl-Smart results (in milliseconds)

Number of Orgs 4 7 13 25 49 97
P1: Consensus 10.31 12.07 10.02 12.83 14.88 16.37
P2: Ver & Exec 59.26 35.47 17.91 10.24 7.64 7.56
P3: Persist 0.54 1.07 1.3 1.83 1.97 2.09
P4: Execution (P2+P3) 59.8 36.54 19.21 12.07 9.61 9.65
P5: Commit 2.65 2.84 3.13 2.88 2.61 2.89
End-to-end (Max(P1, P4) + P5) 62.45 39.38 22.34 15.71 17.49 19.26

Table 3. End-to-end latency breakdown of BIDL-SMaRt.

6.2 Robustness on Malicious Nodes
Table 4 shows the performance of Bidl and baseline systems
in the presence of malicious participant cases. N/A means a
framework is not designed to support a case. For each exper-
iment, we tested the cases that we believe to be the worst
case for Bidl and relevant frameworks. All blockchain frame-
works ran four BFT or CFT consensus nodes and 50 normal
nodes to eliminate the bottleneck of transaction execution.
We reported each system’s effective throughput (i.e., num-
ber of valid client transactions committed per second) when
the system stabilized after each attack was conducted.
Malicious leader. We first explored the impact of the mali-
cious leader on Bidl and HLF. For HLF, the leader refers to
the consensus leader. We made the malicious leader propose
a series of invalid transactions (random characters) during
consensus and observed their peak effective throughput.
As shown in Table 4, HLF and BIDL maintained stable

throughput on malicious cases. In these two frameworks, the
BFT consensus leader disseminates all transaction payloads
to other consensus nodes. Therefore, all consensus nodes
can verify transaction payloads, and initiate a view change
upon detecting invalid transactions.
FastFabric is not designed to support this case because

it targets the deployment scenarios with a few mutually
trusted or accountable companies (explicitly stated in its pa-
per [51]), so for high performance, FastFabric leverages a
single trusted orderer to send transaction hashes to the con-
sensus protocols and to dissimilates transaction payloads to
Blockchain
Frameworks

Effective Throughput (kTxns/s)

S1 Fault Free S2Malicious Leader S3Malicious Broadcaster

StreamChain [65] 2.73 N/A N/A
HLF [31] 9.25 9.25 9.25
FastFabric [51] 29.32 N/A N/A
BIDL w/o denylist 41.67 41.67 10.75
BIDL 41.67 41.67 41.67

Table 4. Observed effective throughput of blockchain frameworks
in three scenarios. S1: fault-free case. S2: the malicious leader pro-
poses a series of invalid transactions. S3: a malicious broadcaster
broadcasts a carefully crafted series of transactions to all nodes.
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Figure 7. Robustness of Bidl under a malicious node.

normal nodes. In FastFabric, since the orderer never dissemi-
nates transaction payloads to consensus nodes, if the orderer
is malicious and sends invalid hashes to consensus nodes,
the consensus nodes cannot handle this case.

Overall, although consensus-on-hash can greatly improve
the performance of BFT protocols in fault-free cases, the
leader must be shepherded (§4.5) to achieve robust perfor-
mance in malicious scenarios.
Malicious broadcaster.We implemented amalicious broad-
caster that keeps broadcasting crafted transactions (at the
same time with the Bidl sequencer) to randomly selected
nodes. HLF’s performance was stable because HLF only ac-
cepts transactions from the consensus leader in TCP con-
nections. This experiment also evaluated the effectiveness of
Bidl’s denylist protocol (§4.6): if the denylist protocol is dis-
abled, Bidl’s performance dropped dramatically (Table 4).

To further understand the effectiveness of Bidl’s denylist
protocol, we recorded the real-time throughput of Bidl
(denylist enabled) after the attack was injected, as shown
in Figure 7. We made a smart adversary broadcast crafted
transactions signed by a malicious client cm in only a cor-
rect consensus node n1’s views, trying to escape from Bidl’s
denylist protocol (§4.6).
When the adversary started to broadcast crafted transac-

tions (Point 1), these crafted transactions caused conflicts in
some nodes’ sequence number spaces. These nodes requested
retransmissions of conflicting transactions, causing Bidl’s
throughput to decrease, and the consensus nodes initiated a
view change (Point 2). The view change took approximately
30ms to finish. The adversary detected that n1 was no longer
the leader and stopped broadcasting crafted transactions.

After n1 became the leader again (Point 3), the adversary
restarted to broadcast crafted transactions, which triggered
Bidl’s proactive view change protocol (§4.5), so the adver-
sary’s crafted transactions caused conflicts in the next view
(n2 being the leader). Since cm ’s transactions caused conflicts
in f + 1 = 2 views with different leaders, cm was added to
the denylist (§4.6), and normal nodes do not speculate on the
transactions from cm . In subsequent views with n1 being the
leader (e.g., view 8), Bidl maintained the peak throughput
even if the adversary continued to broadcast crafted transac-
tions signed by cm .

Overall, Bidl is complementary to existing permissioned
blockchain frameworks. StreamChain is most suitable for
being deployed with a small number of organizations with
extremely low latency requirements; FastFabric can achieve
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safety and very high performance in the presence of mild ad-
versaries (e.g., company insiders) that do not target the sys-
tem’s performance; HLF is general for different deployment
scenarios, within or outside datacenters. Bidl achieves high
performance among many organizations in a datacenter or
datacenters connected with dedicated cables (§2), and Bidl
retains stable high performance even some participants try
to corrupt its performance. Bidl is the most suitable for di-
verse applications that desire high performance and security
requirements, such as cross-enterprise trading [72, 83], stock
exchange [4, 8], supply chains [65], and voting [34, 55, 58].

6.3 Non-deterministic and Contended Workloads
Non-deterministic workload.We tested the performance
of Bidl and FastFabric (FF) under non-deterministic work-
loads. We developed a non-deterministic smart contract that
creates an account with a random balance. When execut-
ing a non-deterministic transaction invoking this smart con-
tract, different nodes may generate inconsistent balances.
Note that such transactions should generally be avoided in
blockchain systems and are usually regarded as bugs [96].
We varied the ratio of non-deterministic transactions

among all transactions. Since in FastFabric and Bidl, non-
deterministic transactions do not affect the commit latency
of other transactions, so we focus on the throughput results.
As can be seen from Figure 8, the effective throughput of
both Bidl and FastFabric decreased with increasing non-
deterministic ratios, but the drop of Bidl was faster. This
is because, in FastFabric, non-deterministic transactions are
early-aborted after endorsement without going through the
entire workflow; while in Bidl, non-deterministic transac-
tions with inconsistent execution results are regarded as
aborted in the commit phase (§4.4). Note that Bidl’s non-
determinism handling protocol (§4.4) makes normal nodes
commit transactions only when the account balances are the
same; this prevents non-determinism making the local state
of Bidl’s normal nodes diverge, and we observed only var-
ied performance effects.
High-contention workload. We then evaluated Bidl and
FastFabric on workloads with different contention rates (i.e.,
skewness). We set 1% accounts as hot accounts, and each
money transfer transaction has a certain probability of ac-
cessing the hot accounts, controlled by the Contention Ratio

parameter. We varied the contention ratio from 0% to 50%
according to real-world blockchain applications [65, 81, 85].
As shown in Figure 8, Bidl showed better throughput with
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Figure 9. Performance in the cross-datacenter deployment.

increasing contention ratios. This is because FastFabric en-
dorses transactions in parallel before ordering them, and
most contending transactions accessing the same account
end up being aborted in the validation phase. In contrast,
Bidl eliminates the aborts caused by contention because
Bidl speculatively executes transactions according to their
sequence numbers (§4.3), and normal nodes in each organi-
zation execute transactions that access the same accounts in
the same order. This may lead to a bit longer execution la-
tency compared to non-contending transactions in Phase 4,
which was often masked by the BFT consensus phase with
more consensus nodes (Table 3).

6.4 Performance over Multiple Datacenters
One limitation of Bidl is that Bidl requires the triangle
inequality property (§2) for a low false-positive rate of its
denylist protocol (but Bidl does not need such a require-
ment for liveness or safety). However, as mainstream cloud
providers [21, 22, 25] are actively deploying dedicated net-
work cables among their datacenters, Bidl can also be de-
ployed across datacenters among which triangle inequality
holds. In addition, some modern Internet-scale high-speed
networks can also satisfy the property (e.g., Nasdaq’smillime-
ter wave network [9] and InfiniBand long-reach system [14]).
To evaluate Bidl’s performance across many datacen-

ters when the cross-datacenter network bandwidth becomes
the bottleneck. We ran a four-datacenter setting in our 20-
server cluster using Linux traffic control by limiting the band-
width and latency among servers. Each datacenter has five
servers. Servers within the same datacenter are connected
with 40Gbps network with 0.2ms RTT. We set the RTT be-
tween any two servers from different datacenters as 20ms,
a typical value for inter-datacenter networks [35]. We de-
ployed four consensus nodes and 50 normal nodes and chose
BFT-SMaRt as the consensus protocol.

As shown in Figure 9, Bidl’s performance dropped slowly
when the bandwidth became more stringent. We also col-
lected Bidl’s performance when two optimizations, IP-
multicast and consensus-on-hash, were disabled (i.e., Bidl-
opt-disabled). Bidl achieved much higher performance for
all bandwidth setups than Bidl-opt-disabled. The perfor-
mance gain of Bidl over Bidl-opt-disabled became more ob-
vious when the bandwidth was more stringent. This is be-
cause when Bidl’s shepherded leader was disseminating a
transaction using IP multicast to nodes in another datacen-
ter, the transactions were transferred only once on the inter-
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Figure 10. Performance of Bidl and HLF with packet losses.

datacenter network. This reduces the bandwidth consump-
tion compared to Bidl-opt-disabled, where the consensus
leader invokes N TCP transmissions to disseminate the large
Propose message to N consensus nodes in another datacen-
ter. The transactions are transferred N times on the inter-
datacenter network, which incurs significant bandwidth con-
sumption and degrades the performance.
In summary, Bidl is suitable for deploying in multiple

datacenters due to the two optimizations of IP-multicast and
consensus-on-hash. Although these two optimizations were
exploited by existing systems, Bidl is the first permissioned
blockchain framework that can ensure stable high end-to-end
performance in the presence of malicious participants (§6.2).
Performance on packet losses.We also evaluated the per-
formance of Bidl and FastFabric on packet losses. As shown
in Figure 10, Bidl’s performance gain over FastFabric was
substantial when the packet loss rate was low (< 2%) and be-
came less obvious when the packet loss rate kept increasing.
Overall, Bidl is robust to real-world packet losses because
the packet loss rate is about 10−5 [52, 103] within a datacen-
ter and no more than 10−3 [1, 10, 56, 61, 93] for datacenters
connected with dedicated cables.

7 Conclusion
We present Bidl, the first blockchain-powered distributed
ledger optimized for datacenter networks. Bidl leverages
the network ordering in a datacenter network to enable a
new shepherded parallel workflow that performs the consen-
sus in parallel with the transaction execution. Evaluation on
three notable permissioned blockchains and four BFT proto-
cols shows that Bidl is highly efficient and is robust to mali-
cious participants. This study demonstrates the benefits of
co-design permissioned blockchain with the underlying net-
work, providing a new approach for building in-datacenter
Byzantine blockchain systems. Bidl is open source. Bidl’s
code is released on github.com/hku-systems/bidl.
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